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Definition of potato viruses for seed certification. 

Potato viruses for seed certification have been defined as mild mosaic or severe mosaic 

Mild virus diseases: 
Diseases which manifest themselves only by leaf discolorations or mottle (mild mosaic) and may not 
be easily discernible by visual inspection. The following viruses are usually the causes of mild virus 
diseases: PVX or PVS. Strains of PVY may be considered mild when observing symptoms only. 
Severe Mosaic: 
Disease symptom caused by a virus, characterized by discolouration and distortion of foliage, and 
easily discernible by visual inspection. 
Severe virus diseases: 
Manifest themselves by deformations of the foliage with or without discolouration. Symptoms can be 
rugosity, crinkle, rolling and brittleness of the leaves or dwarfing of the plant, as with the severe 
mosaic or/and the potato leaf roll disease. 
The following viruses or virus combinations are usually the origin of severe virus diseases: 
• PLRV, PVY, PVA or PVM, 
• PVY + PVX, PVA + PVX or PVX + PVS. 
PVY is not necessarily causing severe mosaic. Depending on variety and strain it may cause mild 
mosaic. 
Note the specific viruses are only listed in the prebasic class (page 14) 

 

Suggestion is to better define the term virus in the standard. 

 

Virus diseases: 

Manifest themselves by deformations of the foliage with or without discolouration. Determination of 

the count is based on the observed presence/absence of virus symptoms in a crop at the time of the 

inspection. Simple diagnostic field kits are available that can aid identification of many of the viruses 

and there are laboratories that offer comprehensive testing, if required. If a virus is suspected the 

inspector may seek confirmation using approved diagnostic tests. 

 

Virus symptoms in potato plants can be discolouration, mottling, rugosity, crinkling, rolling and 

brittleness of the leaves or dwarfing of the plant, as with mosaic or/and potato leaf roll disease. It is 

important to note that the actual virus, virus strain, potato variety, environmental conditions all may 

affect the expression of the virus symptoms  

The following viruses or virus combinations are normally associated with symptoms of virus

 PLRV, PVY, PVA or PVM 



 PVY + PVX, PVA + PVX or PVX + PVS. 

 

PVS, PVX, and other viruses, depending on the strain and variety, may be latent or show mild 

symptoms. 

 


